
The gentle beauty
KLUDI AMBA

NEW



Fittings with sensual  
aesthetics

KLUDI AMBA

She’s a real beauty: KLUDI AMBA. 
Sleek, harmonious contours are  
combined with smooth, rounded  
surfaces. The flow of water is wonder- 
fully gentle; every touch becomes  
a sensory experience. Never before  
has there been a fitting that radiated 
such emotional qualities. 



KLUDI AMBA looks like it is cast in one piece, as the operating mechanism 
is an integral part of the homogeneous whole. The discreet red and blue 
marking is a sure sign: at times this part of the mixer body acts as a  
handle to regulate the flow of water and temperature. It only becomes  
obvious when this function is used, then it blends back into the overall form. 

KLUDI’s novel IntegralDesign is what makes KLUDI AMBA unique. It gives 
rise to a sculptural appearance that gratifies the senses, such as has never 
been achieved before so consistently. KLUDI AMBA takes fitting design to a 
new level. 

KLUDI’s unique  
IntegralDesign

530260575
Mono basin  
mixer DN 15

KLUDI AMBA
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KLUDI AMBA is intuitive to operate, by following the natural line of move-
ment towards the mixer and gently opening up the top of the mixer towards 
the back. A light touch is enough to start the water flowing. Temperature  
is regulated with a simple, practised turn. As usual, it can be finely adjusted 
with pinpoint accuracy.

Intuitive, natural  
operation

Graceful drainage fittings
Instead of the entire connecting rod, only the elegant 
pull knob is visible for the drainage fitting of the  
KLUDI AMBA mono basin mixer. It butts against the 
mixer body. As an alternative to a drainage fitting, 
KLUDI AMBA also provides a push-open valve in the 
washbasin.

Finely adjusted with pinpoint accuracy
As usual, the flow of water and temperature are 
easy to adjust with pinpoint accuracy. Proven 
cartridge technology is used for the fine adjustment, 
which is also integrated into KLUDI AMBA. 

Discreet marking
The red and blue marking blends discreetly into 
KLUDI AMBA’s overall design.

KLUDI AMBA
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KLUDI s-pointer
The KLUDI s-pointer allows the angle of the  
stream of water to be adjusted directly at  
the aerator. This makes individual alignment  
to any washbasin form easy, ensuring more  
flexibility and less splashing water.

KLUDI SoftFlow - the volumi-
nous, gentle stream of water
The gentle and sensuous design matches the wonderfully smooth stream 
of water flowing from the KLUDI AMBA wash basin mixer. KLUDI SoftFlow 
pampers with its gentle volume – every single day.

5 litres per minute flow through the KLUDI AMBA wash basin mixer, which 
corresponds to the flow class Z. As a comparison: the highest class A allows 
14 litres per minute. With its 5-litre water regulator, KLUDI AMBA achieves 
the ultimate in eco-friendly savings – including a double effect. For the 
water-savings effect is coupled with a power savings, as less hot water is 
consumed.

The KLUDI s-pointer allows the angle of the water stream to be adjusted  
directly at the aerator. This makes individual alignment to any washbasin 
form easy. A nice feature here: the practical function is integrated into the 
spout, making it virtually invisible.

KLUDI AMBA
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These days, modern bathroom design offers a variety of designs and  
materials for washbasins. KLUDI AMBA looks good in any combination. 
Mono mixers in various sizes, heights and reaches blend in perfectly with 
wall-mounted washbasins and fitted washbowls.

KLUDI AMBA makes every 
washbasin even more beautiful

Due to its wide 
variety and own 
line of accessories, 
KLUDI AMBA  
offers great scope 
for creative free-
dom. The beautiful 
fittings are ideal 
for personalised 
bathroom design.

532450575
Concealed two hole  
wall mounted single lever 
basin mixer

KLUDI AMBA
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532980575
Mono washbowl  
mixer DN 15

KLUDI AMBA
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KLUDI offers mono mixers for fitted washbowls with two spout heights:  
213 mm and 273 mm for extra KLUDI freedom of movement between the 
mixer and the washbasin. Everyone can determine for themselves personally 
how much KLUDI freedom of movement is desired. With greater height, the 
possibilities for individual use are also greater.

The diverse product range includes the mono basin mixer in two versions, 
suitable for large washbasins in bathrooms or smaller hand washbasins in 
guest bathrooms. The concealed two hole wall mounted single lever basin 
mixer is available with wall spouts that have a reach of 180 mm or 220 mm.

Always the right  
KLUDI AMBA fitting
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The bathroom is increasingly becoming a living environment.  
KLUDI showcases this trend. The free-standing bath and shower  
single lever mixer fit perfectly into modern lifestyle bathrooms  
with a free-standing bathtub. Its sculptural design showcases the  
bathtub as a design object.

There are six different bath filling solutions to choose from: whether  
wall-mounted or concealed, whether single lever mixer or thermostat –  
modern wellness oases can be fully equipped with KLUDI AMBA.

Sculptural design for modern 
lifestyle bathrooms

535900575
Free-standing bath and  
shower single lever mixer

534470575
Bath and shower  
mixer DN 15

KLUDI AMBA
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The extensive skills of an experienced taps specialist are needed  
to produce something as exceptional as the well-proportioned surfaces  
of the KLUDI AMBA single lever mixers with shower or combined bath  
and shower function. Only a closer look reveals the diverter for the shower  
function. It is perfectly integrated into the combination fitting.  
The stylish, polished chrome finish is manufactured in a complex process – 
understated, high-end design in hand-crafted quality. 

Even surfaces in hand- 
crafted quality

534450575
Single lever bath  
and shower mixer DN 15

KLUDI AMBA
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The KLUDI AMBA single lever mixers with shower or combined bath and 
shower function can be mounted flush with the wall.  
The effect: the escutcheons, which are normally visible, do not detract  
from the clean lines. This allows the fitting to become a design object.

Design optics with flush  
wall mounting

537100575
Shower single lever mixer DN 15

KLUDI AMBA
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Showering brings double  
pampering
When two showers are active simultaneously, the shower experience is  
perfect. KLUDI AMBA makes this possible - with the three-way diverter, 
which can control two waterways. 
The combination of overhead, side and hand shower can be freely selected: 
overhead and side shower, side and hand shower or overhead and hand 
shower.

KLUDI AMBA
A specially adapted thermostat 
solution is available for this three-
way shower installation.
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Thermostats can be set to the desired temperature in seconds, thus keeping 
it constant. No time is wasted finding the desired temperature at a full water 
flow. As a safety feature, the surfaces of the KLUDI AMBA thermostats do 
not heat up. Additionally, the 38° C hot water stop protects against scalding. 
A water-saving eco-function is also integrated.

In accordance with DIN EN 1717, the wall-mounted thermostats are  
inherently safe against backflow and are always beautiful to look at. For a 
wall mounting, special cover escutcheons ensure that the swivel nuts, which 
are usually visible after installation, are covered.

KLUDI AMBA thermostats: 
convenient, safe, with  
eco-function

KLUDI SafeTouch
Reassuring safety: every child can touch the surface 
of KLUDI AMBA thermostats without any risk what-
soever, for it never gets too hot. KLUDI SafeTouch 
ensures this, as the technology prevents the  
mixer body from heating up. The thermostat casing 
remains at a neutral temperature.

38° C hot water stop
KLUDI AMBA thermostats are equipped with a hot 
water stop to protect against scalding. It is pre-set 
to 38° Celsius, in line with the human body temper-
ature of 37.5° Celsius. Those who would like hotter 
showers can unlock the hot water stop at the touch 
of a button.

Thermostat eco-function
A comfortable shower with a 50% water savings: 
this is possible with the KLUDI eco-function.  
The shower experience begins with a reduced 
amount of water that can be manually increased  
as desired.

KLUDI AMBA
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There is a separate, comprehensive accessory line for the KLUDI AMBA.  
It is perfectly matched to the fittings, allowing bathrooms to be uniformly 
configured in the KLUDI AMBA design.

Hooks, handles and brackets have a high-quality chrome finish; insets are 
made of fine porcelain.

Accessories that are as  
beautiful as the fittings

5397705
Towel holder

5398505
Soap dish
Dish made of fine porcelain

5397605
Liquid soap dispenser
Insert made of fine porcelain

5397505
Glass holder
Glass made of fine porcelain

KLUDI AMBA

532450575
Concealed two hole  
wall mounted single  
lever basin mixer
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KLUDI AMBA

Shower

537100575
shower single lever mixer DN 15

536550575
concealed single lever  
shower mixer

88011
KLUDI FLeXX.BoXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

534000538
thermostatic shower mixer DN 15

538350575
concealed thermostatic  
shower mixer

88011
KLUDI FLeXX.BoXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

530230575
mono lever basin mixer DN 15

530260575
without drainage fitting*

BaSIN

530290575
mono basin mixer DN 15

530280575
without drainage fitting*

532960575
mono lever washbowl mixer DN 15
spout height lower edge = 213 mm

532980575
mono washbowl mixer DN 15
spout height lower edge = 273 mm

532440575
concealed two hole wall mounted 
single lever basin mixer
projection wall spout 180 mm

532450575
concealed two hole wall mounted 
single lever basin mixer
projection wall spout 220 mm

BIDeT

532160575
mono bidet mixer DN 15

BaTh

534450575
single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15

534470575
bath and shower mixer DN 15
for three hole tile rim installation
projection 220 mm

535900575
single lever bath and  
shower mixer DN 15

88088
KLUDI FLeXX.BoXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

536500575
concealed bath and  
shower single lever mixer

88011
KLUDI FLeXX.BoXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

BaTh

536570575
concealed bath and
shower single lever mixer

88011
KLUDI FLeXX.BoXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

534010538
thermostatic bath and  
shower mixer DN 15

538300575
concealed thermostatic bath  
and shower mixer

88011
KLUDI FLeXX.BoXX
concealed mixer DN 20*

5350505
bath filler DN 20
projection 175 mm

*not illustratedHotStop s-pointerEco

538150575
concealed valve, trim set

53811
concealed valve DN 20*

538460575
three-way diverter, trim set

29757
three-way diverter DN 15*

537290575
concealed thermostatic  
mixer DN 20

88011
KLUDI FLeXX.BoXX
concealed mixer DN 20* 

537180575
concealed single lever  
shower mixer

33434
concealed mixer,  
pre-installation kit DN 15*

535150575
concealed bath and  
shower single lever mixer

33434
concealed mixer,  
pre-installation kit DN 15*

2928



5398005
bath towel holder
L = 650 mm

5397905
bath towel holder
L = 850 mm*

5398405
hook

5397205
spare toilet paper holder

5397405
toilet brush holder
insert made of fine porcelain

5398105
grab bar 350 mm

5397705
towel holder
two-armed, fixed

5398505
soap dish
dish made of fine porcelain

5397605
liquid soap dispenser
insert made of fine porcelain

aCCeSSoIreS

5397505
glass holder
glass made of fine porcelain 

5397105
paper holder

KLUDI AMBA

532160575
Bidet mono mixer DN 15

*not illustrated 3130



Kludi GmbH & Co. KG 

P.O. Box 25 60 · 58685 Menden

Am Vogelsang 31-33 · 58706 Menden

Germany

 

Tel. +49 2373 904-185

Fax +49 2373 904-184

international-sales@kludi.com · www.kludi.com ©
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